Infrastructure Scan

Need a bird’s eye view?
See it as it really is!
Keeping your IT infrastructure in line with

It recommends how to mature your IT

your business needs can be a major

infrastructure to maximise the business

headache. IT infrastructures span many

benefit, and it enables proper product

departments and technologies. Changes

selection and realistic planning of an

and upgrades always have far-reaching

application deployment.

implications for the future.Technology
changes so rapidly, and the investment

Maturing step-by-step

can be huge.

We know that every company is unique.
We advise the "best overall fit" for a

Additionally the pressure on projects for

business, and not simply the latest

the shortest time-to-market is greater

technical solution regardless of your

than ever. Applications need to be

business needs.

developed and deployed quickly. But too
often the infrastructure is overlooked

We assess your infrastructure against

and so the application roll-out fails or

an industry proven maturity model,

encounters problems.

following a step-by-step approach.You
see where your infrastructure is now,

What’s needed is a true and reliable

where it should be to meet your business

management overview to support those

strategy, and how far your current IT

very costly plans and decisions. And for

plans will take you towards your goal.

that you need eyes like an eagle.

It also shows you where, if any, the
deficiencies are.

To help you to see what’s really going on,
Globis has developed the Infrastructure

Maturity

Maturity Rating
Competitive IM6

Scan.This provides a clear picture of your

Optimal

current IT infrastructure and its status.
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It shows you exactly where you are and
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where your current plans will take you.
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A proven methodology

The Globis Infrastructure Scan does just

Application Lifecycle Support

Globis Infrastructure Scans are carried out

that. It gives an independent and expert

The Infrastructure Scan is one of the

by proven consultants with the relevant

view of how things really are. A view

Globis Application Lifecycle Support

professional expertise and multi-national

drawing on our broad experience

suite of services.These services have

experience.The consultant is dedicated

gained in some of the world’s top

been developed to improve the overall

to you throughout the scan, presents

multi-nationals.

design, delivery, and operational quality
of any corporate application.

the findings, and answers any questions
regarding the recommendations.

Importantly, we are not bound by
commercial ties to any particular IT

They are equally effective as a stand alone

An initial kick-off meeting sets the scene.

service or equipment providers. Globis

service, or when employed as a complete

Here the consultant identifies the key

can also help you implement

suite covering the full lifecycle of an

individuals required to complete the

recommendations and run projects

application.

scan. A general interview follows which

should you so wish.

assesses the "Infrastructure View."
This indicates the ideal future strategy

Deliverables

for your IT infrastructure.

• Copies of the client interview notes.
• A presentation of the results and

A series of interviews then digs right

major conclusions on the client

into the real detail.The results of these

premises.

interviews are confirmed and discussed
with each interviewee, before being

• A hard copy report of the detailed
findings and recommendations.

analysed to produce the deliverables.

• A CD containing all the data captured.

Why Globis?

Timescale

Sometimes a fresh set of eyes makes all

The delivery of the final report and the

the difference.They provide a completely

results of an Infrastructure Scan will take

new perspective on a situation or help

place within 30 days of receipt of a

see through difficult problems.

purchase order.

Equally, they can also provide that simple
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www.globis.net

scans@globis.net
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reassurance that everything is fine.

